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About This Game

"When there's no more room in hell, the dead will walk the earth."

A tribute to the highly acclaimed film series in which the above quote originated from, No More Room in Hell (PC Gamer's
Mod of the Year 2011, ModDB's Editor Choice Multiplayer Mod of the Year 2011), is a co-operative realistic first person

survival horror modification for the Source Engine. Taking inspiration from George Romero's "Of the Dead" series, the mod is
set during a time in which the world is on the verge of collapsing into chaos from a disease whose origin is unknown. Many

experts and organizations have their theories and ideas on how such a disease emerged and started to systematically destroy our
very way of life, but one fact is clear to all. Whoever perishes from the disease gets up and kills, and the people they killed get

up and kill.

The chances of you surviving this all out war of society and the undead are slim to none. Already, there are millions of the
walking dead shambling about, searching for food to eat. There's no known cure. One bite can possibly end it all for you.

However, you aren't alone in this nightmare. There are still a handful of uninfected survivors left in this god forsaken hellhole,
and with co-operation and teamwork, you may live long enough to fight your way to salvation.

Features:

Teamwork: Co-operative play with up to eight players.

Voice and Text Communications Limited by Distance: The further you're away the harder it is for other players to
hear you. Keep those walkie talkies close!
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Dynamic Objective Maps: The next playthrough may not be the same as the last!

Survival Mode: Defend and maintain your shelter against the undead in the hopes of getting extracted to a safe area.

A Realistic Approach: In short, no crosshairs with limited "only when you want it" HUD. In addition, ammo and
weapons are extremely scarce. With that in mind, aim down your sights and shoot for the head!

Multitude of Different Opponents: Ranging from the iconic "walking zombie" to the more contemporary "runners",
NMRiH will keep you on your toes with a mix of dangerous foes to face down. However, the most dangerous enemy
may not always be the walking dead...

Infection: One bite may be what it takes to bring you down. If infected, you must decide if you want to alert your team
to rid you of your burden, or to keep quiet in the hopes of finding a cure...

30+ weapons and counting, ranging from the diminutive .22 Target Pistol, to the almighty Chainsaw.

No ads (on official and community official servers, user-hosted servers may vary)

No pay to win items or microtransactions

100% Free (unless you buy the soundtrack DLC <3)

No More Room in Hell is a Half-Life 2 Zombification. The mod was founded in 2003. It switched hands and a new team took
over in 2009. Beta version 1.0 was released on Halloween of 2011. A full list of the No More Room in Hell Team and

contributors can be found on the about page of our website: www.nmrih.com.
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This game is very fun, amazing to play, outstanding graphics. It competes with other games like Team Fortress 2, and Fistdul Of
Frags, Its almost as good as them... 1 HUGE downside is the ads, I'm ok with ads, but when an ad plays it freezes till the ad is
over. If I had to rate it, easily 9\/10.. Good thing theres no more room in hell, bcuz heaven is better, plus I can breck a few
crimes and still go to heaven bcuz hells full, GG. Not for me I don't find it enjoyable.
 I prefer Contagion instead, sure it's not free but it's just as tough but a joy to play.. A very good game. I love the graphics. I love
killing zombies and destroying them litteraly and if you want to have some fun i highly recommend you play this game. One of
the very rare sightings of a free to play game that is actually and literally free to play with no strings attached, no
microtransactions, no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Just pure survival zombie shooter with coop, great
level desing, awesome atmosphere and many gameplay elements which will be appreciated by any fan of the genre.
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A zombie playing game trying to survive called No More Room in Hell in this game you have to try and escape almost like L4D
but you have to make it to the end of the level and escape while trying to keep your self alive zombies like children, grandpa's
and anything so watch your back incase they grab you. Another masterfully implemented mod of the source engine, No More
Room in Hell will give you a lot of fun.
The game uses a more realistical approach on the zombie survival genre while offering two game modes: survival and objective
missions.
While the survival missions are quite simple, they are very enjoyable and fun, holding the zombies while you wait for extraction
at wave 10.
The objective ones are more broad and offer variation within big maps, and while some are easier than others they are still a
good adventure. Another fact is that such maps possess variation between rounds, so you will have another route of objectives to
execute.
Most of the maps also contain secrets and special features.
You are not a superhero: you will bleed, you will be infected and you can also suicide yourself for the greater good of the group.

Overall review:

Pros:

- Free game.
- Extremely fun with friends (the more people you play, the better).
- Realistic gun mechanics and decent melee combat while keeping a good gameplay.
- Nice graphics (taking in account the fact that the game was made in 2011).
- Extremely well made animations of itens and weapons in first person.
- Very good optimization (very few bugs, and no performance issues at all).
- Good gun and attack sounds.
- Characters possess a varied soundbank of quick chat commands, giving you quick communication with your fellow survivors.
- The VOIP inside the game simulates real conversation, the far you are from another player, the lower is your voice (you can
use an in game walkie talkie to communicate from afar without issues).
- Lots of maps with good level design.
- Two map types with lot of variation.
- Very good amount of guns and melee weapons (arround 20 firearms and a bow, and 20 melee weapons, there are also 3
throwable explosives).
- People still play this game to this day (so you will find people to play with you without a problem).

Cons:

- Few zombie models (you will kill the same zombies all over again).
- Some animations of ammo checking are wrong.
- Playing alone is difficult in most cases (not recommended to play alone, this is a cooperative game after all).
- Sometimes the zombie attack animation can be quite poor (depending on you position).
- The music is quite boring (my personal opinion, maybe you will like it).

While the game has minor flaws, it is a very enjoyable experience and will bring you and your friends lots of desperating
moments and agony (the good kind of it).
A good adventure.

Overall score:

91\/100. This game is like the $20 game contagion, but better! The infection aspect makes it unique. This is a great game! I
have paid $70 for much worse games than this!. \u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u
2591\u2591\u2584\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2588\u2588\u2580\u2580\u2580\u2580\u
2588\u2588\u2588\u2584\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2584\u2580\u2580\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u
2591\u2591\u2591\u2580\u2588\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591
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2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u
2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591. NMRiH is one of the best Source mods of all time with a unique
realistic approach to Zombie Apocalypse; you will feel isolated and will be punished for the slightest hiccup. Getting bitten once
may lead to catching the virus therefore zombification.

[\u2714]
> realism at it's finest (within source engine limitations)
> map design with dynamic objectives & horde survival
> huge weapon variety each with unique animation
> good replay value
> optimization (runs on everything)

[\u2718]
> you get "stuck" sometimes when bumping into players
> rarely zombie hitbox is a bit off. If you have seen The Walking Dead apply all your knowledge to this game. I like the
idea of the game but no proffesional team has worked on it meaning it will be a potato in many areas. It is free so not
much at stake but not a game I would instantly play. I don't know how I got so much time on it. The best free game
available on Steam. It doesn't demand a lot considering the system requirements, so it will probably even run on a
potato pc. In this game, teamwork is the most important element, especially if you are new and don't know how to
handle the zombies or how to finish a map (e.g. where to find the objectives or the extraction zone). Compared to other
zombie games, such as L4D\/2 or Killing Floor, this one is more slow-paced, yet offers an highly realistic and tactical
gameplay. The variety of maps allows the player to choose between an either short map, which can be completed within
5-10 minutes, or a longer one (survival maps in particular) to enjoy the waves of zombie slashing.. Hmmmm Well.....

Its good its free and it has zombies
If you have freinds to play it with, then go ahed.

it gets a 9\/10. Good multiplayer zombie game, just survive. Really, the zombies are not challenging and it's just a
bunch of objectives. You can play this game and get some enjoyment.. Great Graphics For a Free Game Greatly
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